Further Understanding of Metabolic Processes for Crop Improvement – An Integrated Approach with Reference to Deprived and Developed Countries
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Abstract: Food deficiency, particularly protein-calorie malnutrition is a concern in many countries in Africa and Asia. An exhaustive survey of recent research efforts to alleviate the problem has been made. A due appraisal of the existing information has been given. Appraisal and critical analysis of the existing information has been discussed with reference to: techniques and methodology employed to understand and manipulate metabolism; inter-relationships between different nutrient sources, translocation of water and nutrients and utilization by different sinks; biochemical composition of seeds; seed storage protein fractions; amino acid deficiencies and human nutrition; inorganic nitrogen assimilation; symbiotic biological nitrogen fixation; ammonia assimilation; amide versus ureide transport; composition of xylem and phloem saps; biochemical changes during leaf senescence; metabolic reworking of amino acids; cell division and cell expansion during seed development; determinate and indeterminate cultivars; crop performance under varying cultural and environmental conditions; harvest index; yield compensatory mechanisms; combining conventional and modern approaches and complementation of agriculture with animal husbandry. Based on the existing data, possible ways of future planning have been highlighted. Need for public and national awareness has been emphasized with respect to assessing priorities of nutritional needs; resorting to complementary/supplementary food items; recommended daily dietary requirements; increased utilization of land towards agriculture and/or animal husbandry and the need for international aid.
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1. Background

For rational and successful improvement, in addition to the existing knowledge and approaches, additional knowledge and lateral thinking of metabolic processes of source—translocation—sink and their inter-relationships in the crops and biochemical changes during seed development—in all the parts of the plant—is needed to increase seed yield and/or quality either by conventional or modern molecular approaches, for the ultimate purpose of human and live stock consumption, food processing and other industrial applications [1, 9, 22, 26, 27, 29, 34, 35, 44, 48, 51, 53, 55, 56, 65, 74, 80, 83, 84].

Almost invariably, all research articles pertaining to crop improvement mention the pressure to increase yield and protein content and quality because of the a) present huge population b) future projections of population growth and c) plight of the poor in some developing countries particularly in Africa and Asia. Often Protein-Calorie malnutrition is highlighted in these places. In spite of Green revolution increasing food production a lot, the pressure continues! It is a challenge and a responsibility of not only scientists but also other social custodians to nullify this pressure [30, 47, 90, 95].

2. What We Know Already About the Mentioned Goals—Some Salient Points

2.1. Crops Investigated

Scientists have been working primarily with different
cereals, legumes, oil seeds and root crops. Some additional crops also are investigated. Arabidopsis and tobacco like in so many other cases were used as model organisms in addition to the staple crops for molecular biology and biotechnology intervention. Cereals are supposed to contribute more than 50% of the global requirements of calories and in some regions it can reach even 70% and contributes to more than 35% of protein globally. Among them three crops rice, wheat and maize contribute the most. Next to cereals come the legumes in global importance. In view of the above the cereals rice, wheat and maize are the more investigated. Among the legumes, Chickpea, Pigeonpea, Field pea, Cowpea, Soybean, Groundnut, Vetch, different Clovers and other different beans like Lupins, Lentils, Kidney bean, Navy beans, Black beans, Pinto bean etc have also been investigated in considerable details. Oil seeds studied were Brassica, Castor, Sunflower, Safflower, Sesame, Cotton. Soybean and Groundnut have been studied extensively as they are considered both as legumes and oil seeds. However, the researches have applicability to all crops even to those which are yet to be studied. Findings in one crop can help in the manipulation of processes of other crops in the same category or crops in other categories [2, 12, 19, 24, 27, 29, 37, 39, 50, 53, 59, 77, 86, 88].

2.2. Variation in Seed and Storage Protein Composition

Storage proteins of the above mentioned crops have been investigated keeping in view their importance for humans and livestock consumption, food processing and other industrial applications. Comparing the protein contents, storage protein fractions and their amino acid composition, indicate that a large variation occurs among various species and cultivars of cereals, legumes and oilseeds and also in the broad biochemical composition of the three major constituents –carbohydrate, protein and lipid /oil [12, 15, 19, 25, 29, 37, 41, 48, 53, 86]. Protein content in different cereals and millets and even in the same crop vary considerably. Say, the protein content of cereals may vary from approximately 7.0% to 23.0%. In other words, protein content of some cereals and millets is on par with many legumes. In legumes because of crops like lupins and soybean variation becomes wide; lupins having up to 30 to 35% and soybean having 36 to nearly 40% protein. Oil seeds also exhibit wide variation in their lipid/oil content with Groundnut and Brassica species having 40 to 49% oil. A point to be noted here is, they also contain good amount of protein and particularly after the oil is extracted the remaining portion is extremely rich in protein which can be used both for human and livestock consumption. The above variation is attributed both to the genotypes and the environment and management practices [12, 24, 29, 37, 74, 78, 93].

A major concern is that, in general cereal proteins are deficient in lysine, threonine and tryptophan and legumes being deficient in sulfur containing amino acids, methionine and cysteine. In all crops there is a concern for having more PUFA (polyunsaturated fatty acids) [40, 41, 48, 66, 73].

2.3. Determinate Versus Indeterminate Cultivars

Most cereal crop cultivars are determinate with specific time periods of vegetative and reproductive phase, while most legumes and oilseeds are indeterminate crops where vegetative growth is maintained simultaneously along with reproductive growth. Harvest index is more variable in indeterminate crops/varieties and they are more likely to be vulnerable to biotic and abiotic stresses. In the same legume species one can have both determinate and indeterminate varieties. Presently, different legumes are grown in different seasons and the incidence of climatic stresses is different in these cases. Farmers are presently coping up with both [30, 32, 85].

2.4. Techniques Employed to Understand the Processes and Accomplish the Goals

To achieve the goals of increasing yield, protein content and desired protein composition knowledge from the crops has been obtained and being obtained and exploited by employing various tools and methodologies Viz; whole genome sequencing, genotyping, association mapping, genome editing, antisense technology, site directed mutagenesis, RNA silencing, bioinformatic tools, GWAS (Genome wide association studies), determining the number of copies of genes for different storage fractions, selective amplification of nutritionally rich genes, expression of heterologous genes, marker assisted selection (MAS), transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation, translational and post transcriptional regulation and post-translational modifications, hormonal regulation, regulation by small, micro RNA’s, transcription factors, nitrate/ amino acid/amides/ ureide transporters /permeases, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, phenomics, transgenic technology, CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats)-Cas (CRISPR-associated proteins) technology, high-throughput sequencing, etc [3, 12, 13, 20, 24, 43, 46, 50, 61, 64, 71, 82, 89, 94, 98].

2.5. Major Tasks / Success Achieved by Employing Various Techniques

a) Many seed storage protein genes from cereals, legumes and oilseeds have been isolated, sequenced and their regulation has been studied in transgenic plants. b) The amino acid composition of seed proteins of some transgenic crops has been improved by modifying these genes by site directed mutagenesis or by introducing heterologous genes and overexpressing nutritionally rich heterologous genes c) The synthesis, processing and targeting of the introduced gene products and their stable expression in successive generations of transgenic plants have also been studied d) nitrogen transport and metabolism has been beneficially modified by overexpressing amino acid /ureide transporters. Different categories of transporters with potential applications have been identified. e) with the help of modification of regulatory regions even oil content could be increased in oil seeds f) As a result of so many experiments
using modern molecular tools a greater insight has been obtained regarding the existing metabolic processes and regulation about nitrogen transport, seed storage protein fractions synthesis, protein quality both in relation to nutrition and food processing, oil content and the yield of the crops [3, 6, 10, 13, 20, 46, 49, 62, 69, 82, 95, 97].

2.6. A Summary of All Crops Regarding Xylem and Phloem Composition

It is well established since long that water and nutrients are transported from roots through xylem to the aerial parts and the aerial parts transports nutrients to roots and developing seeds and other sinks through phloem. Xylem sap composition studies of various crops indicate that nitrogen is predominantly transported in the form of nitrate, amino acids/amides (asparagine, glutamine), ureides (allantoin & allantoic acid). In addition to the above forms, some crops may have significant amounts of arginine, homoserine, alanine 4-methylglutamine/4-methylene glutamic acid. Sulfur in the form of sulfate and other mineral ions are also transported [7, 45, 54, 56, 60, 67, 70, 75].

Phloem sap composition studies of various crops indicate that nitrogen is predominantly transported in the form of asparagine (Asn)/aspartic acid (Asp), glutamine (Gln)/glutamic acid (Glu), and sulfur in the form of methionine, S-methylmethionine, cysteine, glutathione, homo-glutathione and methyl-glutathione. In addition to the above amino acids, citrulline is transported in significant amounts in some crops. Other amino acids are present in varying amounts. GABA (gamma amino butyric acid) also has been detected. Sucrose is the major carbon source transported abundantly. Other sugars transported in varying amounts are raffinose, stachyose, verbascose and the sugar alcohol sorbitol. More interesting for future research is the detection in phloem nucleotide bases, oligo nucleotides of 18-25 bases, (micro) miRNA's, (small interfering) siRNA's, mRNA's and hormones—auxins, gibberellins, cytokinins, abscisic acid. Organic acids particularly malate; minerals particularly potassium; a few proteins and peptides are also transported in phloem. Apparently phloem transported metabolites in addition to being used as a source of nutrients maybe involved in signaling and regulation of metabolism [4, 7, 11, 23, 28, 33, 36, 38, 39, 43, 52, 56, 70, 75, 81].

2.7. Nitrogen Utilization

2.7.1. Legumes & Cereals

Ammonia forming either from Nitrate reduction, BNF (biological nitrogen fixation) or Photorespiration (an important process which is being seriously explored by researches since long for manipulating yield) is initially converted to Glutamine by GS/GOGAT (Glutamine synthetase/ Glutamine-oxoglutarate aminotransferase) pathway. Subsequently glutamine may undergo metabolic inter-conversions. Amino acids (Asp, Glu) / Amides (Asn, Gln) formed in the roots are generally used for the long distance transport of nitrogen among organs through xylem and from leaves to seeds through phloem. In case of certain legumes predominantly ureides can be formed in roots as a result of BNF. Nitrogen is not only an important constituent of seed storage proteins but also of nucleic acids and several other nitrogen containing compounds which have diverse roles in the plants. In cereals and other crops also the above information is true except for the absence of BNF. In addition to nitrate they may take up some ammonia too. However the important point to be note is nitrate can be reduced either in roots or in leaves or partly in leaves and partly in shoots [9, 34, 67, 80].

2.7.2. Rationale Behind Amide and Ureide Transport from Roots

Rationale behind the form of nitrogen transport form roots is not fully certain and/or incomplete. Rationale based on solubility and N:C ratios is given since long. The ureides being less soluble than the amides are found only in tropical legumes and they have high N: C ratio of 4N:4C while amides have a ratio of 2N:4C and 2N: 5C in asparagines and glutamine respectively. However, this rationale apparently is not applicable when cereals and other crops grown both in tropical and temperate conditions are compared. In both the cases, it is predominantly amino acids/amides that are transported. Further, arginine and citrulline also have favorable N: C ratios--4N: 6 C and 3N: 6C respectively and their biosynthetic pathway is simpler compared to the biosynthetic pathway of ureides from glutamine which involves purine synthesis followed by purine degradation occurring in roots itself. In fact, many plants do transport significant amounts of arginine and in particular citrulline. Citrulline is the major nitrogenous solute in nodules, roots, stems, leaves, and xylem sap of nodulated and non-nodulated alder and Casuarina. But in general, they are not the predominant forms. A more important point is, even under tropical conditions non-nodulated legumes do not synthesize ureides but predominantly form and transport amino acids/amides. Hence, BNF and the specific nature of symbiotic association has something to do in determining the form of nitrogen that is being transported [16, 54, 60, 80, 82]

2.7.3. Temperate Versus Tropical Legumes

Yet another metabolic process which needs to be fully understood even in temperate legumes and some other legumes is the preference to transport amides –asparagine and glutamine. Logic is as follows. Ammonia formed in BNF is initially fixed in Glutamine by Glutamine synthetase. Then glutamine participates in the reaction by GOGAT (glutamine-oxoglutarate aminotransferase) giving two molecules of glutamic acid. One of them can be recycled for further fixation of ammonia and the other glutamic acid can be transported as such to the aerial parts. But it does not happen so. Rather, this glutamic acid further fixes one more ammonia to give glutamine and then transported or even then it is not transported but prefers to react with aspartate and form asparagine which is transported. Prokaryotes have ammonia dependent asparagines synthetases. Had legumes and/ or bacteroid evolved/ possessed ammonia dependent
asparagine synthetase then ammonia formed from BNF can directly interact with aspartate to form asparagines which can be transported. In view of the above, it is a better conclusion to say that the exact reason(s) for the form of transport chosen by the plant is not yet understood and some critical and lateral thinking is required [13, 54, 56, 67, 70, 82].

2.7.4. Regulation of Storage Protein Synthesis in Different Crops

a) Seed development is divided into two main stages: a) Cell division, and b) seed filling and desiccation/maturatiion. At the end of cell division phase different storage products are accumulated in endosperm and embryo. Seed storage proteins are regulated temporally and spatially. The synthesis of storage proteins like so many other proteins may be regulated at various levels Viz; number of copies of genes, regulation at transcription, post transcription, translation, post-translation, site of synthesis, transport and deposition. Further, regulation can occur because of nitrogen and sulfur fertilization - both timing and dosage and provision of irrigation. The importance/extent of the above modes of regulation may vary with the crops and cultivars and agro-climatic regions. What is meant by temporal and spatial regulation? From the start of seed development till seed maturity different protein fractions are synthesized at different times. This sequence of expression is specified and is called temporal regulation. During the seed development phase it is also specified where the protein fractions are to be deposited Viz; embryo, endosperm, cotyledons, aleurone layer, embryonic axis etc. This is also specified and is referred to as spatial regulation. Say for example, prolamin genes in rice cultivars are subject to tissue-specific and developmental regulation, being expressed exclusively in the starchy endosperm during mid- and late-development and nutritional regulation responding sensitively to the availability of nitrogen and sulfur in the grain [6, 10, 24, 35, 48, 61, 65, 73, 89].

b) Same amino acids/ amides - Asparagine (Asn)/ Aspartic acid (Asp) and/or Glutamine (Gln)/ Glutamic acid (Glu) predominantly transported through phloem to the developing seed but different storage protein fractions are synthesized. Therefore, further metabolism of the transported amino acids are apparently regulated as per the storage protein fraction to be synthesized / mRNA levels. In case the received amino acids from the phloem directly corresponds to the codons of the mRNA then they can be directly incorporated and no further metabolism of them is required. Say for example Glutamine can be directly incorporated particularly in prolamins mRNA's which are rich in glutamine codons. Further, metabolism of the received amino acids from the phloem can be simpler or complex. Say for example glutamic acid can be easily converted to glutamine and vice versa and similarly with Asp and Asn. Glu/Gln is a precursor for proline. Proline can be easily formed from them. But synthesizing lysine or methionine from aspartate is a longer pathway [61, 66].

c) The above four mentioned amino acids predominantly transported to the developing seed are non-essential amino acids. Rubisco (Ribulose 1, 5, Bis-phosphate Carboxylase) is the most abundant protein in the leaves degraded during senescence and it has a good essential amino acid composition. Apparently essential amino acids formed during protein degradation in leaves particularly of Rubisco—the most abundant protein and other proteins like light harvesting protein complexes etc -- are not fully transported as such but are catabolized. This catabolization may lead to loss of carbon, nitrogen and decreased levels of essential amino acids thereby decreasing their transport to the developing seed. As in the case of photospiration though both ammonia and CO$_2$ are released ammonia is totally re-fixed but CO$_2$ is lost. In a similar manner it is possible that during senescence too any ammonia liberated in the biochemical inter-conversions is assimilated and only CO$_2$ is lost. These estimates are not worked out. If CO$_2$ is lost how to prevent or reduce its loss? Maybe a reduction in decarboxylases activity which are responsible for CO$_2$ release but his can be an essential step in some of the metabolic inter-conversions. Alternatively, an increase in the level of carboxylases and the resulting metabolites are transported directly or after further inter-conversion. Till now the concentration /focus was only on amino acids /ureide transporters but not so much on organic acid transporters. Sulfur is supplied by the transport of free methionene & cysteine, and in the form of tripeptides, glutathione, homo-glutathione, methyl- glutathione and in the form of S-methylmehtionine in varying concentrations [4, 36, 64, 66, 81].

d) An important point to be realized is, senescence is an energy-dependent process and photosynthesis declines during senescence and the supply of nitrogen from roots also may decline at this stage. Hence, a senescing leaf has limitations to transport carbon and nitrogen to the developing seeds. There is a need to study in greater details biochemical inter-conversions in the senescing leaves to evolve strategies for increased transport of nitrogen and carbon to the developing seeds [36, 66].

i. Nutritional Utility/Substitution of Other Crops

Cereal proteins are deficient primarily in lysine and also in threonine and tryptophan because of high content of prolamins which are deficient in these amino acids. An exception being that of rice and oats which are low in prolamin content. Relatively, rice is better in lysine content though it is still inadequate. However, best oat varieties when grown under best management practices can satisfy the nutritional requirements. Though rapeseed (canola) is valued for its high oil content it also has a high protein content (upto 25%) with an excellent composition of essential amino acids compared to other legumes and can be recommended for human consumption. A slight deficiency of lysine is felt. Rapeseed is one of the model organisms where extensive studies have been carried out both by conventional and modern approaches including regulation of storage protein biosynthesis. Similarly, several cultivars of sesame have excellent amino acid composition in their seed proteins and hence can be recommended for human consumption [3, 5, 17,
18, 21, 24, 25, 27, 37, 59, 78].

ii. Gene Amplification of Storage Proteins and over
Expression of Transporters

Approach of selective amplification of storage protein genes and expression has been and is being further pursued; say expression of nutritionally rich 2 S albumins. Amino acid transporters have been studied and have been exploited for improving nitrogen transport. Amino acid transporters may be obtained from different plants and microorganisms.

To improve source—sink relationships—roots-leaves—seeds-, an amino acid transporter from pea plants -- PsAAP1—was over expressed in pea plants using an Arabidopsis AAP1 promoter that targets gene expression to the phloem as well as to the cotyledon transfer cells. This transporter can recognize and transport amino acids of different categories —acidic, basic and neutral apart from citrulline though it seems to have more affinity to lysine. The transgenic pea plants over expressing amino acid permeases showed increased phloem loading and embryo loading of amino acids resulting in improved long-distance transport of nitrogen, sink development and seed protein accumulation [49, 69].

3. Extrapolations, Inferences and Followup on the Basis of What Is Already Known

3.1. Nitrogen Reduction, Assimilation and Transport

3.1.1. Contrast in the Developing and Developed Countries

An important point to be kept in mind is that the needs and state of affairs of developed countries, food surplus countries and high-income countries is different from that of developing, low income and food shortage countries. Hence, comparing and contrasting them is essential to work out strategies to serve the needy and also the well off. Almost invariably countries in Asia and Africa in particular Sub-Saharan Africa are mentioned. Of course, an important commonality does exist between these contrasting nations in the food habits; say for example entire sub-saharan Africa are meat eaters. So with other countries in Africa and also in Asia. However, some differ in being non-meat eaters primarily located in India. For that matter even in developed countries there exists vegetarianism and veganism—and vegans are found in these countries too. In fact even traditional meat eaters in different countries are not able to eat meat/the required amount of meat as they cannot afford. That is how and why they are sustaining on vegetable proteins. Further, the influence of modern culture made many traditional vegetarians to start eating meat. Hence, the extrapolations and inferences must be accordingly assessed [25, 27' 29, 30, 47].

3.1.2. Rhizobium –Legume Interaction

The purpose of the Rhizobium is primarily to fix atmospheric Nitrogen into ammonia. Beyond that, the variability in metabolism is not really understood. Hence, detailed studies be conducted on the relationships between every legume and different inoculating strains and the amino acid/ nitrogen compound that is destined for transport in the xylem and final performance of the crop under the above conditions [58].

3.1.3. Exploiting Metabolic Variation

The fact that crops have considerable diversity in nitrogen metabolism Viz; the site(s) of Nitrate reduction and ammonia assimilation; form of nitrogen synthesized and transported and their extent of transport from roots to shoots in the Xylem depending on the external factors; categories of seed storage proteins and their sub-families; variation in protein content and amino acid composition in different crops; reflects their flexibility and potential for manipulation. Hence, regulation of host nitrogen metabolism in non-nitrogen fixing crops, and regulation of host metabolism, bacteroid metabolism and their interactive effects in nitrogen fixing crops needs to be studied in greater depth. Apparently there are factors switching on and switching off of different processes and pathways concerned with the above [9, 78, 80].

3.1.4. Amide Versus Ureide Transport

Some fundamental questions need to be raised, focused and studied. Why some legumes produces ureides while some other produces amides (Asn/Gln)? Is the difference only because of the external temperatures in which legumes are grown? Is it because of the difference in the strains? Is it because of differences in the water availability in these category of legumes? These questions can be investigated in controlled experiments in environmental chambers and even in pot and field conditions accordingly designed. Is it possible to prevent ureide biosynthesis in tropical legumes and make them as amino acid/ amide producing? Or Vice Versa? Even turning ureide producing legumes into arginine or citrulline transporting is theoretically less expensive energetically/biosynthetically simpler than ureides, wherein fixed ammonia/ glutamine has to be initially diverted to the process of purine synthesis followed by purine degradation to give the ureides, allantoin and allantoic acid. Further, they have to be metabolized in leaves and once again ammonia needs to be re-fixed. CO$_2$ liberated in this process is not known whether it can be entirely conserved or is lost partly or wholly. In photosynthesis both CO$_2$ and ammonia are released in leaves but only ammonia is re-fixed but CO$_2$ is lost [16, 34, 54, 56, 67, 69, 82].

3.1.5. Site of Nitrate Reduction and Effect of Exogenous Nitrogen on BNF

Is it possible to accomplish nitrate reduction entirely in leaves in those crops where it is presently reduced either partly or wholly in the roots? Because, reduction of nitrate in roots demands the import of carbon from leaves. Soybean can utilize nitrate and ammonia even under nodulated conditions but in these cases, the transport form of nitrogen are asparagine and glutamine. In other legumes addition of external nitrogen has only been shown to inhibit biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) but no additional benefit. Why BNF is not affected in soybean because of addition of nitrogen
fertilizer? Answer given is, it has genetically a high protein content which requires high nitrogen and so it accepts additional nitrogen and probably the root architecture vis-à-vis nodules also favors the acceptance of exogenous nitrogen fertilizer. But this does not satisfactorily answer the question of external nitrogen inhibiting BNF in other legumes [9, 34, 54, 80].

3.1.6. Root Ideotype
When nodules also decline in their ability in later stages external fertilization maybe attempted during seed filling period to see if there is any increase protein content /quality. One may start with small amount of nitrate addition and make them adaptable over successive generations to higher external dose of nitrate. An alternative thinking is, soybean root ideotype is different from other legumes. Hence, a comparative study of root ideotypes of soybean and other legumes-tropical and temperate both under nodulated and non-nodulated conditions-- must be made. Search for genes determining /influencing the root ideotypes need to be identified. In crops other than legumes, there is no difference in the form of nitrogen transported from roots, irrespective of whether they are grown under tropical or temperate conditions or irrespective of whether they are grown in water limiting conditions or non-water limiting conditions. In all cases they transport nitrogen in the same form. Hence, it is something which is unique to legumes and something which has to do with the BNF process interaction with the legumes [30, 32, 60, 70, 85].

3.1.7. Growing Legumes in Non-native Environments
Soybean is also an exception in that even at pod stage ureides are transported through xylem to pods whereas they receive nitrogen in the form of amides and amino acids from leaves through phloem. It is worth growing tropical legumes under temperate conditions and vice versa to know the form leaves through phloem. It is the leaves which in turn nourishes the roots. Soybean is also an exception in that even at pod stage ureides are transported through xylem to pods whereas they receive nitrogen in the form of amides and amino acids from leaves through phloem. It is worth growing tropical legumes under temperate conditions and vice versa to know the form leaves through phloem. It is the leaves which in turn nourishes the roots.

3.1.8. Role of BNF in Nitrogen Transport and Nitrogen Transport in Other Crops and Conditions
Rationale behind the form of nitrogen transport from roots is not fully certain and/or incomplete. Rationale based on solubility and N:C ratios is given since long. The ureides being less soluble than the amides are found only in tropical legumes and they have N: C ration of 4N:4C while amides have a ration of 2N:4C and 2N:5C in asparagines and glutamine respectively. However, this rationale is apparently not applicable when cereals and other crops grown both in tropical and temperate conditions are compared. In both the cases it is predominantly amino acids/amides that are transported. Further, arginine and citrulline also have favorable N: C ratios—4N: 6C and 3N: 6C respectively and their biosynthetic pathway is simpler compared to the biosynthetic pathway of ureides from glutamine which involves purine synthesis followed by purine degradation occurring in roots itself. In fact many plants do transport significant amounts of arginine and in particular citrulline. A more important point is even under tropical conditions under non-nodulated conditions legumes do not synthesize ureides but predominantly form and transport amino acids/amides. Hence, BNF and the specific nature of symbiotic association has something to do in determining the form of nitrogen that is being transported. Apparently, the infected Rhizobium is inducing the ureide biosynthetic enzymes which are otherwise suppressed under non-nodulated conditions. Soybean is an exception in that even under nodulated conditions it does transport significant amide asparagine and under non-nodulated conditions also it can synthesis of some amount of ureides. From this it is clear that ureide biosynthetic genes are present in, many legumes but their expression is regulated differentially and is linked in yet unknown ways to the BNF process. It is a better conclusion to say that the exact reason(s) for the form of transport chosen by the plant is not yet understood [21, 24, 25, 27, 39, 42, 54, 59, 75, 80, 86, 93].

3.1.9. Advantages of Different Forms of Nitrogen Transport
Though ureides have been projected as advantageous because of their high nitrogen to carbon ratio, their biosynthesis is circuitous and they need to be re-metabolized once again in the sinks to produce amino acids for incorporation into proteins. It should be noted that arginine is a protein amino acid which can be directly incorporated into proteins and arginine too has high nitrogen identical to ureides i.e 4 N though the ration of nitrogen carbon is 4N: 6C. In many plants seed proteins can have 40-50% of total nitrogen as arginine. Further, it can be metabolized to other amino acids like proline, glutamic acid besides its other potential beneficial roles for the plant. In roots its biosynthesis either from exogenous nitrate reduction or ammonia uptake or from nitrogen fixation by BNF is a simpler process than ureides and as mentioned above it has high nitrogen identical to ureides. Hence, arginine as a transport form of nitrogen both in phloem and xylem i.e from roots seems to be a worthwhile strategy pursuing. In any case such pursuit will contribute a lot to our understanding of the nitrogen metabolism and source –sink relations [14, 16, 45, 53, 54, 67, 70].

3.1.10. Nitrogen Contribution of Roots Versus Shoot
Normally, whatever maybe the form of nitrogen transport, roots transport them through Xylem to leaves delivered via phloem loading. It is the leaves which in turn nourishes the developing seeds. In soybean however a significant amount of ureides are directly transported through xylem to pods-podwall to be apt. The usual reason attributed for developing seeds and pods not receiving nitrogen directly from xylem is attributed to lack of pressure in these organs and lack of transpirational pull. The fact that in soybean xylem transport of nitrogen is there even at pod stage indicates that BNF is active and roots are more active even at later stages compared to other legumes and crops. In other crops probably roots senesce by this time and become weak to transport nitrogen. In case root system is more
active in cereals, oil seeds and other crops during seed development phase is a beneficial situation to these crops. Hence, root senescence need to be studied and efforts be made to increase the activity of root system during seed filling phase. More data is required on the amount of nitrogen taken up from the soil during the reproductive phase and delivered to the leaves. This will indicate the relative proportions of direct contributions of soil nitrogen versus nitrogen mobilized into the seed as a result of already stored protein degradation in senescing leaves. This depends primarily on how active roots are even at the stage of seed development [7, 9, 16, 23, 33, 36, 40, 43, 47, 54, 56, 60, 67, 69, 75, 76, 81, 82, 83, 87, 97].

3.2. Importance, Regulation and Manipulation of Nitrogen Transport and Seed Storage Proteins

3.2.1. Metabolic Re-working of Amino Acids

Amino acids transported through phloem have no bearing on the amino acid composition of seed storage proteins going to be expressed. Hence, it is only metabolic reworking of the same amino acid/amides that is accomplishing the synthesis of different storage protein fractions. Can a change in amino acid composition of phloem sap reaching the developing seeds (i.e amino acid reworking in senescing leaves and ensuring their subsequent transport) regulate differentially gene expression of seed storage proteins? [9, 66]

3.2.2. Importance of Storage Proteins for Seed Germination Versus Human Nutrition

There is yet another way in which nitrogen transport has to be viewed and understood. Amount of storage protein fractions--Albumins, Globulins, Glutelins, Prolamins-- and amino acid composition of these fractions are different among different crops. In spite of that all seeds successfully germinate. In other words seeds have the capacity for metabolic reworking and derive all the protein amino acids required during seed germination and seedling growth. Similarly, nitrate/ammonia is initially fixed into glutamine and asparagines or ureides and transported through xylem to the leaves. From these transported forms of nitrogen leaves have the capacity to derive all the protein amino acids required. The point to be understood here is amino acids require not just amino group/nitrogen but also a require a different carbon skeleton for each of the protein amino acid. This carbon skeleton is provided by the intermediates of glycolysis, TCA cycle, HMP pathway and Calvin cycle. In photosynthesis energy and reductant required for the amino acid biosynthesis is also produced. But in non-photosynthetic organs energy and reductant are produced by glycolysis and TCA cycle and HMP pathway. The amino group required usually provided by Aspartate, Asparagine, Glutamine and Glutamic acid which are also the predominant forms of nitrogen transport both in xylem and phloem and the enzymes involved in these reactions/interconversions are GS/GOGAT, Aspariginase, Asparagine amido transferase, and aspartate amino transferase (GOT) and alanine amino transferase (GPT) [9, 36, 41, 42, 44, 45, 48, 49, 62, 66, 78].

The above biochemical details provides a justification for the predominant transport of the above mentioned amino acids to developing seeds via phloem. In the seeds—which are not photosynthetically active—the abundant sucrose supplied from leaves is metabolized in the seeds to generate the required carbon intermediates for all the required amino acids and the transported amino acids serve to donate amino groups. In such a case the a more promising way to increase protein content is to further increase the flow of the above transported amino acids and sucrose.

3.2.3. Cell Division versus Cell Expansion

As mentioned above the first phase is the cell division phase. Does developing seed during mitosis depends exclusively on phloem derived hormones or does it synthesize to some or greater extent? Even if number of cells are increased to fill them i.e full cell expansion requires a large amount of nutrient diversion to seeds which in turn may require additional fertilization and/or enhancement in photosynthesis and remobilization from sources. Enhanced photosynthesis may not be possible as leaves are getting senesced gradually during which time Rubisco is being degraded. Further, roots also are getting inactive.

An empirical approach of spraying growth regulators on plants or using in tissue culture was followed for a long time and is still followed. As hormones except ethylene have been implicated in embryonic and endosperm cell division and enlargement and maturity, why not an empirical approach of spraying different permutations and combinations of hormones during seed development phase on different parts of the plant? [5, 19, 40, 43, 76, 96]

3.2.4. Genes for Determinative Type

Like genes for dwarf vanities there could be genes for determinate varieties which can be introduced into indeterminate varieties. This maybe useful. In soybean and faba bean both determinate and indeterminate cultivars are available. So the genes are from the same source and so genetic engineering maybe more easily successful. And these genes may also be introduced into other legumes. Depending on the outcome on comparing determinate and indeterminate varieties -- farmers may accordingly decide to use the varieties [15, 30, 32, 54, 60, 85].

3.2.5. Nucleic Acid Catabolism During Senescence

More studies are required on Nucleic acid catabolism in senescing leaves involved in nutrient transport. It is not known how much of the catabolic products are exported and how much is recycled in the leaf itself for the senescence process to operate. As phloem sap composition contains NTP’s and small/micro RNA’s it appears that degraded RNA’s are transported as above and the latter can be involved in RNA signaling. NTP’s can also arise from the degradation of DNA in nucleus, mitochondria and chloroplasts of senescing leaves and other sources transporting nutrients like stems etc. Search and study of nucleotide transporters is useful [7, 33, 36, 43, 56, 70, 75].
3.2.6. Role of Methionine and Methyl Groups

Three metabolites can donate methy group-Viz; SAM (S-adenosylmethionine; tetrahydrofolate (H4) and S-Methylmethionine (SMM). SAM is a more effective donor. SMM is one of the metabolites transported in crops. SMM can be converted to Methionine. The question that arises is why SMM is transported instead of methionine? Apparently, SMM acts as methyl group donor to different compounds. For DNA methylation—whereby genes are regulated-- it is SAM which acts as a methyl group donor. It is speculative whether the additional methyl group in SMM plays any role in DNA methylation and gene regulation [4, 81].

3.2.7. Importance of Traditional Approaches

Wherever and in whichever crops traditional approaches and strategies are still possible like bridging the yield gap, increasing the harvest index etc may be pursued. Though researches are trying to increase yield and protein constant and quality by modern molecular tools, it should be realized that there are large germplasm collections in many crops and so conventional breeding approaches are possible to achieve the goals. And these germplasm collections also serve as a source of useful genes which can be exploited using modern molecular tools [30, 32, 85].

3.2.8. Manipulating Temporal and Spatial Regulation of Seed Storage Proteins

Seed storage protein genes are temporally and spatially regulated. Hence, correct understanding of the timing and sequence of expression of different storage protein fractions during the seed development period—from initiation to final maturity in different seed tissues (embryo, endosperm etc) — is required. Regulatory regions in the upstream of 5 prime region must be earmarked correctly which can be successfully fused to the coding region of nutritionally better protein genes from the same or heterologous source. Further, a greater understanding of 5 prime and 3 prime UTR’s (untranslated regions) of mRNA’s of different storage protein fractions is required to control mRNA stability.

Pea Legumin gene expression was also shown to be temporally regulated during seed development. Legumin polypeptides and mRNA began to accumulate 16 days after flowering (DAF), in contrast to the endogenous tobacco storage proteins which were apparent at 13 DAF. So expression of legumin is similar in both pea and tobacco. Apparently such regulatory regions can be found which can be used to express genes in heterologous hosts. Such experiments should be carried out also in edible crops in addition to model plants for studying gene expression [6, 10, 12, 25, 48, 61].

3.2.9. Chimeric Genes

Cloning of chimeric genes for seed storage protein fractions may be attempted. Part of the coding region of native gene which is usually expressed may be fused with part of a nutritionally desirable coding region of another gene, keeping the overall length of the gene similar to the complete native gene. In cases where only the nutritional deficiency of specific amino acid(s) is to be alleviated even a small portion of foreign gene maybe sufficient in the chimeric gene and in such cases the possibility of mRNA’s being successfully translated can be speculated to be high.

In the task of increasing oil content the strategy of chimeric promoters has been exploited. Here the chimeric promoters have been created using seed specific promoters of storage protein genes with promoters of genes involved in fatty acid and triglyceride biosynthesis. When such chimeric promoter was introduced into Arabidopsis oil content increased by 18–73% compared with wild-type seeds. The novel expression profile of the hence using of this chimeric promoters strategy may be extended to legumes and exploited for manipulating the seed storage protein content and/ or amino acid composition [3, 25, 61].

3.2.10. Selection of Suitable Transporters

Alteration of amino acid and ureide import into the collection phloem has been projected as a highly promising strategy potential for plant improvement. A dramatic improvement in the nitrogen metabolism occurred when a common bean UPS1 transporter (ureide transporter) was expressed in cortex and endodermis cells of soybean nodules. Symbiotic nitrogen fixation, number of transgenic nodules, transport of nitrogen from nodules to shoot and seed set were all significantly increased. This experiment clearly indicates the importance of transporter activity. However, over expression of transporters may divert more nitrogen towards transporter synthesis as they also are proteins. Hence, a better strategy is to search for transporters which have high half life and high affinity for the concerned amino acid(s) / ureides [25, 45, 49, 69, 82, 94].

3.3. Need for More Information on Agronomic, Breeding and Physiological Parameters

3.3.1. Manipulating Cultural and Environmental Parameters

How about giving more water and see whether ureide transporting tropical legumes can be made amide transporters or made to increase amide transport? Alternatively it would be interesting to conduct trials in controlled environmental chambers/ glass houses where temperature may be altered and see whether nitrogen transport can be altered in tropical and temperate legumes. Will they change their modes of transport of nitrogen compounds because of changing temperature and water availability? In fact tropical legumes are transporting predominantly amides under non-nodulated conditions. So a change in a variable can change the form of transport. So quite likely temperature also may bring that change and this can be studied only under controlled environmental conditions or growing the native legumes in another environment—tropical legumes grown in temperate conditions and vice versa. Here the curiosity is to know the form of transport and not a concern for yield etc. This is only to understand the links between N assimilation and form of transport. Subsequently, further planning can be thought of. Hence, this is worth studying [30, 32, 37, 38, 47, 57, 72, 85,
3.3.2. Combine Both Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

Children or adults suffering from malnutrition is not always because of rice/cereals being staple food but unfortunately their poverty/low income levels does not allow them to grow and consume meat from any source to overcome protein malnutrition. Hence, agriculture and animal husbandry—both terrestrial and aquatic-- must be duly focused depending on their food habits and resources in the above regions [18, 30].

3.3.3. Starch Versus Oil Versus Protein

Oil seeds which have both considerable starch, oil and also protein offers an unique opportunity for manipulating the nutrient composition. Both oil and starch do not contain nitrogen while protein requires nitrogen. The carbon that is received by the seeds theoretically can be diverted either to starch or oil to varying extent. Manipulating their relative proportions is theoretically a lesser metabolic task than manipulating protein content as it has a nitrogen demand in addition to carbon demand. If protein content is increased, as amino acids have carbon skeleton proportionately carbon has to be diverted to proteins and this can be at the expense of starch and/or oil depending on the crop. But for human nutrition this may not pose a problem as there is abundant starch in both cereals and legumes and enough oil in oils seeds which have high calorific value [3, 25, 27, 29, 59, 62, 86].

3.3.4. Need for More Information on Phloem Composition

Phloem composition should be analyzed throughout the grain filling period starting from first day of grain filling till maturity. Currently data is available only for certain days during grain development. This information is to be analyzed for all categories of crops—cereals, legumes and oil seeds. Similarly more samples need to be analyzed for Xylem sap composition throughout the crop growth [7, 70, 75].

3.3.5. Crop Seasons and Durations

Crop duration and the different phases of crop growth must fit into the local seasons and the farmers must be able to sow the next crop in time. Hence, increasing the duration of the crop is not always an attractive/feasible strategy for increasing yield or quality. Any improvements must be within the same duration of crop growth or any increase in duration should be within the limits i.e. without affecting the sowing of the next crop [30, 32, 85].

3.3.6. More Information on Harvest Index

Harvest Index data is usually given with respect to human edible dry matter. In addition more details are required Viz; harvest Index for nitrogen, carbon and sulfur taking into consideration both aerial and underground biomass. While Harvest index data is recorded attention should be given to the indeterminate type/nature of crops and any abscission of plant parts—leaves, flowers, pods etc. In case both types are found in the same crop data should be given both for determinate and indeterminate and duly compared. Biochemical changes and metabolic inter-conversion must also be studied in stems and roots in addition to leaves. For studies on underground biomass and biochemical changes in roots some special designing is required. In economic yield, value of non-consumable parts by human like leaves, stem, husk, pod wall seed coat etc must also be evaluated along with their chemical composition. They may be used for livestock consumption if not for human consumption. As in addition to seed, other parts Viz; underground tubers, aerial stems, leafy vegetables etc can be consumed by humans the above information may be generated accordingly [30, 32, 85].

3.3.7. Temperature Resistant Varieties

Crop harvest indices can be reduced by pests and diseases through impacts on flowers or seed and pod development, or indirectly through destruction of grain. Similarly, changes in temperature affects grain development and filling. From a survey of meteorological data, an average temperature during grain filling can be determined—and also during the life cycle—and accordingly temperature resistant varieties maybe developed [27, 30, 62, 72, 85].

3.3.8. Plants May Have Compensatory Mechanisms

An important point to be noted is many researchers are of the opinion that Harvest indices have reached a plateau for many crops within the range 0.5 to 0.65. So scope for improvement of harvest index exists only in some crops and cultivars and in some regions. Researchers involved in crop improvement should be aware of the fact that crops may have compensatory mechanisms. Say for example an increase in number of tillers may reduce the number of productive tillers, increase in panicle number may decrease the number of spikelets and/or the number of spikelets filled or the extent to which spikelets are filled; increase in protein content may decrease the yield, if number of pods are increased, seeds per pod may decrease or if number of seeds per pod are increased seed weight can decrease etc. Plant produces seeds for its propagation. After manipulating the nutrient composition it is essential to also study their germinability, vigour of seedling growth, viability/storability of seed under ambient conditions. No much data is given by the researchers though they have studied their transgenic plants and non-transgenic in succeeding generation. Above data needs to be generated. Drastic modifications may have unintended consequences.

3.3.9. Farmers Wish

Of course the ideal thing and what the farmer wants is to have the required yield/ increase yield and protein content or any other seed reserve without the need of any additional external fertilizer and other inputs. If cost of inputs is increased, the farmers income decreases, apart from environmental consequences. For this all the above mentioned processes and strategies have to be explored further. Two major approaches which are being actively pursued Viz; abolishing/reduction in photospiration al and conversion of C3 crops into C4 crops have not been discussed here [63, 64,
4. Conclusion

So experiments need to be planned keeping in view of the above questions and information. Whether this is beneficial or not and if so how can be known only after the experiments are successful. Presently, it can be argued in more than one. In any case experiments in the above direction will yield valuable information for further developments.

5. Suggestions and Creating Awareness to the Public

5.1. Assessing Priorities

The primary interests and concerns for advanced countries are different than that of deprived countries and regions. Relevance and objectives of increasing yield and protein content and quality in developed countries—where food surpluses are already there—are apparently different than the same goals being pursued in developing countries. In developed countries grains are fed for animal consumption for the sake of more and better meat, for processed foods, and the grains have industrial applications. In developing and poor countries the primary need is of good and adequate food for humans. Of course science for science sake is always pursued by the economically well off with some hope of long term benefits in some as yet unknown ways. Further their research may also turn out to be of human concern—presently deprived ones. Green revolution was so but it was accomplished by conventional approaches. But now advanced molecular tools are being used to accomplish the goals of crop improvement.

5.2. Consumption of Alternative Food Items

There is a time dimension for the goals to be achieved either by conventional or by using modern technology or combining both. Till then some measures need to be suggested for people to tide over their crisis. Rubisco protein is accumulated in large amount sin leaves and it has a balanced essential amino acid composition. Hence people should cultivate the habit of eating different leafy vegetables in considerable quantities to supplement their staples. In fact many are consumed but in low quantities, like spinach, alfalfa, fenugreek etc. People should increase their consumption. Presently, they are consumed to a lesser extent. Growing them also is not a problem. In addition to leaves even seeds of many crops like amaranth, mustard, sesame, tomato, grape seed, apricot etc can be nutritionally beneficial with or without further processing. The emphasis should be on health rather than on the taste of the palate. Those which are not fit for human consumption maybe used for livestock. After extracting the oil, oil seeds also are a rich source of protein which is fed to animals and consumed less by humans. As far as possible it is suggested that this protein is consumed by humans and is accordingly processed. Depending on the food habits it may be judiciously decided how much of this protein can be fed to animals and how much should be spared for human consumption. Similarly skins of many fruits, both on the outer coat inner portion of the fruits provide valuable fibre and other nutrients and in fact consumed by many if not all. The habit of consuming skins without throwing away must be cultivated by the deprived. Deprived should be created due nutritional awareness and health care precautions.

5.3. Alternative Enterprises and Knowledge of Suitable Dietary Patterns

One of the reason for meat being expensive is because of its feed. As in olden times if animals are fed with fodder from the crops which is unfit for human consumption then the meat is likely to be less expensive. Similarly, if enterprises like aquaculture, poultry are taken on a small scale they can alleviate the problem of the poor for their nutritional requirements. Further, if natural fishing is possible from rivers and lakes, and seas they may resort to it. Another alternative is to resort to different crops and take a mixture of items as food including meat produced by lesser investment. Processed foods need to be avoided as they are more expensive. Similarly, the urge for imported food items need to be controlled. A diet pattern which can be afforded — keeping in view their income status— must be designed by the nutritionists and dieticians. Of course in all these recourses one may have to sacrifice the taste for palate to survive within the means of income. As invariably mentioned by all these nutritional problems and the problem of alleviation is confined to certain countries and continents. So they have to bear with till the situation is improved.

Land diversion towards non-food purposes must be stopped and strategies to increase farmers income be worked out. Public may be advised to change their food habits to suit to local crop patterns and animal husbandry. Public must be duly appraised about the RDA (recommended dietary allowance) for nutrient consumption. Similarly, crop pattern and land requirement—both type and area— for meeting the food demands for vegetarians and different meat eaters may be recommended. Further water resources and water bodies in the regions also should be kept in mind.

5.4. International Aid

Till the deprived people standards are raised International aid in all respects must be provided and their societies well administered. This is a vital measure for ensuring food security for the deprived.
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